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1. Introduction

The Internet has become today’s global trade route, and personal data is one of its major currencies.¹ The growth in the digital economy is impressive. One study found that economic activity taking place over the Internet is growing at 10% per year within the G-20 group of nations.² In the United States (US) alone, one estimate found that companies exported nearly $360 billion in digitally deliverable services in 2014.³ The digital economy now drives countless aspects of the world economy.

Much of this economic activity depends on exchanges of personal information, and that makes appropriate privacy and security protections essential. That also means that minimising barriers to the transfer of information across borders is important to economic growth. Given the expected increase in the size and scope of the digital economy, as well as changes in technology that make data collection, analysis and sharing practices easy and seamless, creating convergence and synergy between these two imperatives will become increasingly important.

As practitioners in this area in the US and around the world, it is our job to be open and honest about our different nationally-based approaches to privacy; to work together to create practical and executable solutions to support international data transfers such as the Privacy Shield; to find areas of commonality in what will continue to be a constantly changing field; and to look around the corner to anticipate the upcoming challenges, such as the Internet of Things and Big Data.

This article addresses these four topics. Section II provides a brief overview of how privacy enforcement works in the US Section III focuses on the importance of transatlantic data flows and how Privacy Shield will have an important, positive effect on pro-
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tecting Europeans’ privacy. Section IV discusses the European Union’s (EU) newly approved General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and some of the similarities between the GDPR and the US approach to privacy regulation. Finally, Section V discusses the Internet of Things and Big Data, two innovations that will require new and hard thinking by privacy practitioners around the world.

II. US Privacy Enforcement

To the frustration of many of my European colleagues, the US does not have a single law that details the privacy protections provided to individuals. Instead, the US has a variety of constitutional, federal and state laws that all play an important role in protecting the privacy and security of individuals’ information. The US Constitution provides protection against unwarranted government intrusion⁴ and we have statutory restrictions on law enforcement access and intelligence surveillance. US laws also are specifically designed to protect information about children,⁵ medical data,⁷ student data,⁸ and information used to make decisions about consumers’ credit, insurance, employment and housing.⁹ Various federal agencies, including the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), have brought hundreds of enforcement actions under these specific laws. Layered on top of these specific laws – and filling many of the gaps between them – is the FTC’s authority to enforce its broad and remedial statute that prohibits ‘unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.’¹⁰ Under its ‘unfair and deceptive practices’ authority, the FTC has brought an additional 100 privacy and data security enforcement actions against companies for failing to meet consumer protection standards.¹¹

The FTC generally targets privacy and data security practices that cause harm to consumers. But the Commission has a broad notion of harm. It includes financial harm, for sure, but it also includes, for instance, inappropriate collection of information on consumers’ mobile devices,¹² unwarranted intrusions into private spaces,¹³ the exposure of health and other sensitive information,¹⁴ the exposure of previously confiden-

⁴ See US Constitutional amendment IV.
⁶ See 15 USC §§ 6801-6809.
⁸ See 20 USC § 1232g.
⁹ See, eg, 15 USC § 1681 et sqq.
¹⁰ 5 USC § 45(a).
tional information about individuals’ networks of friends and acquaintances and providing sensitive information to third parties who in turn victimize consumers.\textsuperscript{15}

The FTC has taken action against some of the biggest names on the Internet – including Facebook,\textsuperscript{16} Google,\textsuperscript{17} MySpace\textsuperscript{18} and Twitter\textsuperscript{19} – as well as many smaller players, for deceiving consumers about their data practices or using consumers’ data in an unfair manner. Through its enforcement of privacy and data security law, the Commission has secured millions of dollars in penalties and restitution for consumers.\textsuperscript{20} And the Commission has placed numerous companies under 20-year orders with robust injunctive provisions relating to their privacy and data security practices.

Of course, the FTC does not do this work alone. Other federal regulators have an important role in privacy and data security with respect to health care providers and hospitals,\textsuperscript{21} banks and depository institutions\textsuperscript{22} and common carriers.\textsuperscript{23} Recently, federal agencies regulating these institutions have adopted more aggressive enforcement and regulatory positions. The Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC) draft privacy rule for Internet service providers is the most recent – and perhaps interesting – example.\textsuperscript{24}

Within the US, the state governments also play a vital and active role in advancing consumer privacy and data security. Last year, approximately 60 new privacy laws were passed at the state level in the US State privacy laws range from limiting employers’ ability to view their employees’ social network accounts\textsuperscript{25} and prohibiting employers and insurers from using information about certain medical conditions,\textsuperscript{26} to re-


requiring companies to notify consumers when they suffer a security breach involving personal information. 27 And the State Attorneys General are active enforcers of these laws.

Yet the FTC, with its broad authority under Section 5, 28 will be an increasingly important force as technology develops and as the silos that sector-specific laws are built around begin to crumble. The FTC’s net of protection can capture problematic practices that fall through these cracks.

III. Privacy Shield

Most recently, the US approach to privacy has been the subject of significant debate in the context of discussions about the development of a new transatlantic data transfer mechanism, known as Privacy Shield. 29 Much of the conversation concerning these transfers and Privacy Shield has been about whether European courts, Member States, and data protection authorities will find the protections surrounding these data transfers to be adequate.

First, a bit of context. As discussed in the introduction, dData is the life-blood of an ever-growing portion of the world the economy in and between the US and Europe. We also are seeing significant data flows between countries, especially between the US and EU. Transatlantic data flows between the US and EU are the highest in the world, 50% higher than data flows between the US and Asia, and almost double the data flows between the US and Latin America. 30 Beginning in 2000, a framework known as the US-EU Safe Harbor 31 provided a mechanism that allowed personal data from the EU to be transferred to the US. Although there were other ways to transfer data, Safe Harbor became the ‘go to’ solution. As of last year, 4,500 companies had voluntarily joined the program. 32

All of this came crashing down with Edward Snowden’s release of classified documents showing the extent of US intelligence and law enforcement agencies’ access to personal data in the hands of US companies. Many European citizens and policymakers were furious, and the European Commission sharply questioned whether Safe Harbor was sufficient to protect European citizens. Thus began two years of negotiations over a new data transfer mechanism. These negotiations became even more urgent last Oc-
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tober, when the European Court of Justice struck down Safe Harbor over concerns about intelligence surveillance. Out of this complex and emotional web, Privacy Shield was born.

On national security issues, Privacy Shield is strong and clear about data protection in the US and goes further than Safe Harbor. Privacy Shield explains how laws and Presidential Orders in the US – including the newly adopted Judicial Redress Act, the USA Freedom Act and Presidential Policy Directive 28 – all set new limits on signals intelligence collection and give Europeans access to US courts. Layered on top of these protections is a new ombudsperson within the State Department to whom data protection authorities can submit requests on behalf of individual European citizens about US signals intelligence practices. The ombudsperson will only receive requests from European citizens, and not from citizens of any other region or – perhaps most significantly – from US citizens.

Privacy Shield also goes further than Safe Harbor on the commercial side. As with Safe Harbor, companies that voluntarily agree to join Privacy Shield must obtain consent from Europeans before they share data with third parties, including affirmative express consent to share sensitive data such as health information, and they must allow Europeans to access, correct, or delete their transferred data. In addition, Privacy Shield member companies will have to ensure through contracts that their business partners who receive information about Europeans can live up to all of these principles, too. And Privacy Shield companies will have new, ongoing obligations to oversee the processing activities of their agents.

Privacy Shield also beefs up enforcement and consumer recourse. The Commission brought nearly 40 cases in the past five years against companies that violated Safe Harbor principles or misrepresented their participation in the program. Under Privacy Shield, some of these violations might be detected and stopped before an enforcement action becomes necessary, because the US Department of Commerce will be required to closely monitor Privacy Shield registrations and participation. At the same time,
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38 See EU-US Privacy Shield Ombudsperson Mechanism Annex A (n 29) 2-3.
39 EU-US Privacy Shield Principles (n 29) 5.
40 idem 20-21 (n 37) 20-21.
European citizens can choose to bring complaints about violations of the principles directly to the company, to the European data protection authorities, or to an independent entity designated to resolve disputes. If none of these entities satisfies the consumer, then she can choose to go to court or to arbitration, the results of which will be binding on the company.

For all of these reasons, I believe that Privacy Shield significantly strengthens Europeans’ privacy rights, and should be deemed adequate by the EU Member States, the European Commission and the courts.

IV. US-EU Parallels Under the General Data Protection Regulation

With all that has been happening with Privacy Shield, I feel that the other significant development in transatlantic data flows has been a bit neglected, at least in many discussions in the US. Of course, I am referring to the GDPR, which was recently adopted by the European Parliament.

One of the focuses of the GDPR is ‘setting global data protection standards.’ But what I find most interesting is the way in which some of the GDPR’s requirements have found inspiration in the robust privacy laws and policies in the US.

1. Data Security

Data security is one example. The standard that the FTC enforces in data security cases is reasonable security. Integral to the idea of reasonable security is that it must be a continuing process. Risk assessments, identifying and patching vulnerabilities, training employees to handle personal information appropriately, and employing reasonable technical security measures are all parts of this process.

The GDPR – like the Data Protection Directive before it – incorporates a risk-based data security requirement. Importantly, the GDPR adds the word ‘ongoing’ to its requirements that data controllers and processors maintain the security of their personal data processing systems.

This additional word suggests alignment with the FTC’s view that data security must be a continuous process. In addition, the GDPR lists steps that companies should in-
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45 See GDPR (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) [2016] OJ L119/11, art 32(1) (requiring data controllers and processors to ‘implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk’); Council Directive (EC) 95/46, art 17 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data [1995] OJ L281/31, 43.
46 GDPR (n 44) art 32(1)(b).
clude in their ‘technical and organisational’ measures, including the use of encryption and de-identification, as well as testing their security measures and addressing vulnerabilities that such testing uncovers.\textsuperscript{47} The FTC has recommended these steps, among others, as part of its recent guidance to companies, while also emphasizing that decisions about what is reasonable in a given case will be fact-specific.\textsuperscript{48}

2. Security Breach Notifications

Closely related to data security provisions are security breach notifications. In the US, breach notification laws have become nearly ubiquitous since California passed the first general breach notification law in 2002. Before the GDPR, however, breach notification in Europe was required only in limited circumstance, such as when communications service providers suffered a breach.\textsuperscript{49} That will now change. the GDPR, once implemented, will require a data controller to report a breach to the relevant data protection authority.

Also, the GDPR qualifies data controllers’ duty to notify supervisory authorities with a risk-based standard. Specifically, notification is not necessary if the breach is ‘un-likely to result in a risk to the rights of natural persons’.\textsuperscript{50} Moreover, notification to individual data subjects is necessary only when there is a ‘high risk’ to individual rights and freedoms.\textsuperscript{51} Many of the US state laws also include similar risk-based triggers that limit the circumstances under which notification is needed, and many of them exempt encrypted data from the duty to notify.

However, the notice processes of our two regimes will not fully overlap. The notification timeline under the GDPR, for instance, is much more aggressive than it is under US state laws. Rather than requiring expedient notice without unreasonable delay, which is the standard in many US state laws, the GDPR requires notification to the data protection authorities generally within 72 hours.\textsuperscript{52} That may be problematic, especially if law enforcement is trying to investigate a significant ongoing criminal hack.

There are numerous other parallels between the US privacy regime and the GDPR, including protections for children, privacy by design, transparency requirements, and principles around de-identification of data. We should be encouraged that on these many substantive points, our two regimes are converging.

3. Right to Be Forgotten

\textsuperscript{47} See idem art 32.
\textsuperscript{48} See FTC, ‘Statement Marking the FTC’s 50th Data Security Settlement’ (31 January 2014), 1 <https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/140131stmt.pdf> accessed 11 May 2016 (stating that “there is no one-size-fits-all data security program”).
\textsuperscript{50} GDPR (n 44) art 33(1).
\textsuperscript{51} idem art 34.
\textsuperscript{52} idem art 33(1) (A controller may offer a reason justification to the relevant supervisory authority for failing to meet this deadline).
But, in some instances, the provisions of US and European law set up areas of conflict. This is the case with the right to be forgotten.

The GDPR enshrines the Right to be Forgotten (Right to erasure) in Article 17. According to the GDPR, a controller must erase personal data without undue delay under certain circumstances, such as when the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which they were collected or otherwise processed. And, like other provisions in the GDPR, the scope of the right to be forgotten does not appear to be limited to European territory. Indeed, the Article 29 Working Party had already interpreted the Right to be Forgotten in the Google Spain decision to require that takedowns have global effect, on the grounds that viewing information that an individual considers irrelevant is an infringement of her right to privacy, no matter where the information is viewed. Such broad interpretations have raised questions about the balance between the right to be forgotten and the extent to which orders to comply with takedown requests are enforceable outside the EU. I expect those questions to remain prominent under the GDPR and that they may run up against First Amendment safeguards in the United States that protect speech.

V. Looking Around the Corner to Anticipate Upcoming Challenges

In addition to nationally-based differences in existing privacy regimes, changes in technology that make data collection, analysis, and sharing practices easy and seamless, will increasingly put pressure on our regulatory and compliance mechanisms. The Internet of Things and Big Data will require new thinking and new approaches to privacy. How nations and privacy professionals respond to these technological changes — whether through legislation, legal challenges, or private contracts — ultimately may cause greater convergence or divergence in our privacy regimes, impacting the ability to transfer data across borders and the future interconnectedness of the digital economy.

We are connecting nearly everything these days to the Internet — from cars and buildings to clothing and light bulbs. The pace and scale of these changes is breathtaking. Cisco reports that there are 25 billion networked devices in the world today and predicts that there will be 50 billion by 2020. Sensors in these devices, along with our smartphones, tablets, and computers, generate twice as much data today as they did two years ago, and this trend is expected to continue.

53 Idem art 17.
54 See Case C-131/12 Google Spain SL v Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (CJEU, 13 May 2014) ECLI:EU:C:2014:317.
55 See European Commission, ‘Article 29 Data Protection Working Party: Guidelines on the Implementation of the Court of Justice of the European Union Judgment on “Google Spain and Inc. v. Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (AEPD) and Mario Costeja González” C-131/12’ (26 November 2014), 1 <http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2014/wp225_en.pdf> accessed 11 May 2016 (“In order to give full effect to the data subject’s rights as defined in the Court’s ruling, de-listing decisions must be implemented in such a way that they guarantee the effective and complete protection of data subjects’ rights and that EU law cannot be circumvented. ... In practice, this means that in any case de-listing should also be effective on all relevant domains, including.com.”).
The Internet of Things,⁵⁷ promises not only to make our lives more convenient and efficient but also to offer insights that could help us solve some of society’s most pressing problems. This is due not only to connected devices themselves but also to the data that they generate. Data from wearable fitness devices could help each of us get motivated to eat better or exercise more, while also providing important information to health researchers. Data from connected cars might help us find a quicker route to our destination, and shed light on how traffic engineers should design highways to minimize traffic delays. And when teachers use tablets and apps in their classrooms, they can expose their students to challenges and experiences that are individually tailored while, at the same time, giving educators and researchers greater insight into what works – and doesn’t work – in education.

So a great deal rides on data – and not just any kind of data, but personal data. This means that a great deal also rides on how we protect this data. Protecting individual privacy and keeping data secure are integral to the success of the data-driven economy because they are essential to earning and keeping consumers’ trust.

Protecting consumers’ privacy within the borders of one country, with its own legal framework and traditions, is a vast undertaking, particularly when technologies and business models are rapidly changing. Providing effective consumer protections in a world of global services and personal data flows is even more challenging – but also essential to our growing global economy.

While we likely won’t see complete convergence in the various privacy regimes around the globe, we are beginning to see some evidence of it. The Judicial Redress Act demonstrates that US policymakers are responsive to EU citizens’ concerns about access to US courts. Privacy Shield recognizes that there are significant areas of overlap between the US and EU approaches, and creates a bridge over other key gaps. The GDPR demonstrates that EU policymakers want stronger and more cohesive privacy protections through Europe, and they were inspired in some areas by the best ideas in the US.

This is not to say that differences do not exist between our two approaches. They clearly do. I believe that moving forward we should not look for ways to prevent data transfers. That will likely just harm the individuals we are trying to protect. Instead, it will be important for us, as we move forward to grapple with the Internet of Things and Big Data, to recognize the importance of transatlantic data flows, acknowledge similarities in our approaches to protecting that data, and continue to look to find more ways to create common ground between our privacy systems.

⁵⁷ ibid.